
Art Pack Green
Fables,Characters and Stories



Art Green pack Youtube links 

Lesson 1 

Watch the Fable- The Fox and the Crow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-M8rKiq35s

How to make a Paper craft bird- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX6a-m3WeLc
Extension how o make an origami bird https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPP3ptNKsQM&t=498s

Lesson 2 

Watch the fable- The Fox and the Crow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-M8rKiq35s

Listen and colour-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znJFbKr0A9k

Lesson 3

Watch the Fable- The Fox and the Crow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-M8rKiq35s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-M8rKiq35s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX6a-m3WeLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-M8rKiq35s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znJFbKr0A9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-M8rKiq35s


1. Learning Objective: Learning about morals in Fables and how to make a 
craft bird!

Key Information:
Fables normally teach us a life lesson in the Fox and the Crow, the Fox teaches us to be gracious,the Crow 
wants to show off it’s voice and drops it’s beautiful pear!
Task

Starter- use google to search for and watch  Animated Aesop's Fables :: Fox and Crow
Drama Game- with someone at home act out the story

1. Read the steps on how to make a hanging craft bird
2. Follow the steps to make the bird taking time to fold the paper wings properly

Extension: Make several different sized birds and hang them as a mobile 

Keywords: Fable Fox Crow Pear Moral Story
Materials: coloured paper or thin card, string,
a pair of scissors, glue, a ruler, a pencil



1 How to make a Paper craft bird- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX6a-m3WeLc

- step by step guide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX6a-m3WeLc


2. Learning Objective: Learning about morals in Fables and how to make a 
craft bird! -Continued

Key Information:
Last lesson we learnt that Fables normally teach us a life lesson, in the Fox and the Crow, the Fox 
teaches us to be gracious,the Crow wants to show off it’s voice and drops it’s beautiful pear! I think the 
Crow was really stressed by dropping the pear!! Mindfulness colouring helps us relax
Task

Starter-Discuss what you can remember from the story

1. Discuss how the Crow is feeling and how you would feel if you were the Crow
2. Read the Key Information
3. Listen to your favorite music and colour the picture

Extension: Discuss whether listening to music and colouring helped you relax?

Keywords: Fable Fox Crow Pear Moral Story Mindfulness Collage
Materials: Music, colour pencils, coloured paper, magazines, glue, scissors



2. Listen to relaxing music and colour

Colour the picture whilst listening to 

your favourite relaxing music

Then cut and glue small pieces of 

coloured paper to collage tiny 

pieces over parts of the crow so it 

stands out

Or make a collage fox and crow like 

below



3. Learning Objective: creating a comic strip for a Fable/story

Key Information:
Comic strips are used by artists to show a story, using simple line pictures and speech bubbles to help tell 
the story.
Task

Starter: Discuss how you can turn the story of the Fox and the crow it into a comic strip
Look at the comic strip examples and discuss the morals of the comic strips and style of them

1. Use the Keywords to write down what happened in the story or write your own version of what 
happened in bullet points.

2. Discuss the comic strip examples
3. Sketch out your own comic strip using simple lines

Extension: Add Speech bubbles to help tell your story

Keywords: Fable Fox Crow Pear Moral Story
Materials: coloured paper or thin coloured card, string,
a pair of scissors, glue, a ruler, a pencil



The Fox is going for a _____________________ he spots a _________ in the tree

The Crow flies up and __________ the pear, the Fox walks up to the crow and says she is very ______

3. Write what you think happens in the story -fill in the gaps



The Fox gives the Crow lot of Compliments and asks her to __________

She thinks she is clever and starts to sing and ____________ the pear

Use the Keywords to write down what happened in the story or write your own version of what 
happened in bullet points.

Keywords: drops  walk  sing  grabs  clever  pear 



The Fox is going for a walk he spots a pear in the tree

The Crow flies up and grabs the pear, the Fox walks up to the crow and says she is very 
clever

The Fox gives the Crow lot of Compliments and asks her to sing

She thinks she is clever and starts to sing and drops the pear

3  ANSWERS to
Write what happened in the story -fill in the gaps 



3. Creating a comic strip
Comic strips make us laugh and think about our behaviour look at the style of 

these comics and think about what they are trying to tell us or teach us



3. Use simple line and cartoon style drawing to draw the story of The Fox 
and the Crow as a comic

Add speech bubbles why not try to make it as funny as possible?



3. Sketch out your own comic strip using simple lines



4. Learning Objective: creating a comic strip for a fable/story

Key Information:
Last lesson we learnt that Comic strips are used by artists to show a story, using simple line pictures and 
speech bubbles to help tell the story.
Task

Starter: 
Look at the pictures and spot the Comic magazine front cover-discuss why it is different to the 
other pictures. In the original story the Crow steals a piece of cheese not a pear! Did you notice in 
the cheese in the pictures?

1. Complete your comic strip you started last lesson
2. Make sure you added speech bubbles to help tell the story and outline the main characters in a black 

pen by going over the pencil lines
3. Draw and paint a comic magazine front cover inspired by the comic style
4. Remember to write a title for your magazine

Extension: use the internet to look up different styles of painting and drawing to
discuss what you like with someone at home.

Keywords: Fable Fox Crow Pear Cheese Comic Outline Original
Materials: Paper, brush mixing tray, Paint, pencil, sharpener, rubber



4.Can you spot the comic magazine front cover? 2. 
Can you make your own comic magazine front cover?


